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Abstract
This is a response to the nine commentaries on our target article “Unlimited Associative Learning: A primer and some predictions”. Our responses are organized
by theme rather than by author. We present a minimal functional architecture for
Unlimited Associative Learning (UAL) that aims to tie to together the list of capacities presented in the target article. We explain why we discount higher-order thought
(HOT) theories of consciousness. We respond to the criticism that we have overplayed the importance of learning and underplayed the importance of spatial modelling. We decline the invitation to add a negative marker to our proposed positive
marker so as to rule out consciousness in plants, but we nonetheless maintain that
there is no positive evidence of consciousness in plants. We close by discussing how
UAL relates to development and to its material substrate.
Keywords Consciousness · Learning · Unlimited associative learning · Evolution ·
Evolutionarytransitions · Transition marker · Higher-order thought · Global
workspace
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This is a response to the nine commentaries on our target article “Unlimited Associative Learning: A primer and some predictions” (Birch et al. 2020). We are grateful
to the commentators for the critical dialogue they have opened up, for giving us an
opportunity to clarify controversial and ambiguous issues, and for pointing out the
limitations and potential extensions of the UAL framework.
Our responses will be organized by theme rather than by author. At the heart of
the target article and the commentators’ challenges is the relationship between UAL
and phenomenal consciousness: the elusive property of there being “something it’s
like” to undergo a cognitive or perceptual process. Several commentators believe
that UAL is not a good marker of phenomenal consciousness, suspecting instead that
UAL may be a marker of something else, such as perceptual awareness understood
in non-phenomenal terms (Masciari and Carruthers 2021), a new cognitive capacity rather than sentience (Irvine 2021; Godfrey-Smith 2021), or a set of attentional
skills (Montemayor 2021). According to one commentary (Brown et al. 2021), UAL
has no relevance to consciousness because a necessary higher-order ingredient is
lacking. At the opposite extreme, Linson et al. (2021) believe that we are too restrictive in refusing to attribute consciousness to plants, which display remarkable adaptive plasticity. Several commentators (Rudrauf and Williford 2021; Levin 2021;
Mallatt 2021) point to additional research directions with the potential to enrich and
extend the UAL approach.
A note on “we”. The three authors have their own views and don’t agree on everything, but we have nonetheless written our responses in the first-person plural. Readers can consult our other recent work (Ginsburg and Jablonka 2019; Birch 2020a,b)
to infer where the differences may lie.

From a list of capacities to a minimal functional architecture
Before responding to commentators, we want to introduce one important new idea
to supplement the ideas in the target article. This will help us respond to several of
the commentaries.
The target article introduced a list of capacities: global accessibility and broadcast; binding/unification and differentiation; selective attention and exclusion; intentionality; integration of information over time; an evaluative system; agency and
embodiment; and registration of a self/other distinction. We suggested that possessing all of these capacities was plausibly sufficient for having a capacity for phenomenal consciousness. What we did not do in the target article was offer a model of
how these capacities relate to each other. This may have made the list seem a little
miscellaneous or disunified. For example, Brown et al. (2021) protest that “the features have almost nothing to do with one another”.
Gánti’s hallmarks of life can also appear miscellaneous—until one sees the chemoton model that ties them together. Ginsburg and Jablonka’s (2019) book, The Evolution of the Sensitive Soul, argues that the hallmarks of consciousness are similarly
interrelated and attempts to construct a minimal model (inspired by Gánti’s chemoton) of how they interact to enable UAL (see Ginsburg and Jablonka 2019, Ch. 8).
A simplified version of the architecture of UAL is given in Fig. 1. The basic picture
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Fig. 1  A minimal UAL architecture. Unlimited Associative Learning is hypothesized to depend on reciprocal re-entrant connections between sensory, motor, reinforcement and memory processing units, with
a central association unit akin to a minimal global workspace at the core of the network. This architecture is proposed to be sufficient for conscious experience. (In Ginsburg and Jablonka 2019, Fig. 8.2, this
architecture underlies learning, and therefore includes a specification of the temporal relations between
inputs and outputs.)

is that a central association unit is linked to more specialized integrative processors
that handle sensory information, motor information, memory storage, and evaluation. Within each unit there are various levels of hierarchical processing, which
employ local synaptic memory and reinforcement mechanisms (not shown). The
double-headed arrows represent two-way re-entrant connections between the units.
We will call this the minimal UAL architecture.
The minimal UAL architecture helps clarify the relationship between UAL and
the global workspace theory (GWT), the theory of consciousness with which it is
most obviously compatible. A minimal global workspace, as depicted in Dehaene
et al. (1998) and reproduced here as Fig. 2, is a neuronal system that receives
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Fig. 2  The global workspace theory. The figure used by Dehaene et al. (1998) to illustrate the core elements of a global workspace. Note that broadcast to a wide range of consumer systems such as planning,
reasoning and verbal report does not feature in the figure. © (1998) National Academy of Sciences. The
copyright holder permits non-commercial reuse

content from perceptual systems, memory systems, evaluative systems and attentional systems, integrates the content into a unified, coherent representation of the
world, and broadcasts this content back to the input systems and onwards to motor
systems. In humans, a global workspace ensures that local processors across the
cortex are operating “on the same page” in respects that matter.
Proponents of GWT often add that included under “motor” systems are mechanisms of verbal report and rational planning. They add this to emphasize that the
global workspace theory can explain the reportability of conscious experience in
humans. But we don’t interpret this link to verbal report and rational planning as
part of what it is to have a minimal global workspace. There is a reasonable interpretation of the theory on which this is an optional add-on, present in many adult
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humans but absent in infants, minimally conscious adults, and most animals with
global workspaces. Defenders of the global workspace theory should endorse this
interpretation unless they want to maintain that verbal report and rational planning are necessary for conscious experience.1
Possessing the minimal UAL architecture is a lot like possessing a minimal global
workspace. There is one important difference we want to emphasize, namely that we
see no need for dedicated attentional networks that are distinct from local perception, memory and evaluation networks. We find it plausible that local attentional
networks exist within perceptual, memory and evaluative systems—that processes
of selective exclusion and amplification are diffused throughout the minimal UAL
architecture.
We see this minimal architecture as compatible with, but not committed to, the
predictive processing movement in cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Friston 2010;
Clark 2016). It is well aligned with a picture on which the central association unit is
engaged in modelling the agent and the surrounding world, and on which its outputs
are predictions of sensory and motor information. The local integrative processors
may then be interpreted as sending prediction error signals back to the association
unit, allowing the models to be updated. GWT was developed before the advent of
predictive processing, so top-down signalling of predictions from the workspace to
the sensory input systems is not usually emphasized in that literature. In light of predictive processing, we think it is a plausible hypothesis that these top-down signals
in fact play an important role.

Less consensus than we thought?
We said in the target article that our list of capacities was plausibly sufficient for a
capacity for conscious experience. The minimal UAL architecture implies the presence of at least a minimal form of all the capacities in the list. So, if the list of
capacities (understood minimally) is sufficient for experience, then so is the minimal
UAL architecture.
Have we made a controversial claim here? We thought the sufficiency of our list
could be a point of near-consensus, due to (a) the popularity of GWT, and (b) the
fact that some alternatives to GWT, such as Lamme’s (2006) recurrent processing
theory (RPT) and Block’s (2011a) fragile short-term memory theory, take integrative perceptual processing alone to be sufficient for conscious experience, and so
should find the minimal UAL architecture to be more than sufficient. We realized
we would not be bringing along defenders of the higher-order thought (HOT) view,
such as Brown et al. (2021), but other commentaries give other reasons for dissent
(Masciari and Carruthers 2021; Montemayor 2021).

1

Dehaene (2014, p. 246) appears sympathetic to the “optional add-on” interpretation, writing that “I
would not be surprised if we discovered that all mammals, and probably many species of birds and fish,
show evidence of a convergent evolution to the same sort of conscious workspace.”.
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Let’s start with HOT. We see “HOT” as an umbrella term for a diverse family of
positions. We will focus here on “actualist” versions, which posit that mental states
become phenomenally conscious when they are the target of an actual higher-order
thought (such as the thought that I am seeing a blue sky).2 Any such view runs into
trouble when we ask: What determines the content of a conscious experience—is
it the first-order mental state or the higher-order thought? Suppose, for example, I
see a blue sky and think that I am seeing a red sky. What is my conscious experience like: red or blue? If we say “blue”, the content of the HOT is now irrelevant to
the content of the experience, raising the question of why it is needed at all. If we
say “red”, the content of the HOT is now all-important, clashing with evidence that
our experiences have fine-grained content that outruns our concepts (Neander 1998;
Block 2011b; Block 2019; Carruthers 2019). As Block (2019, p. 202) puts it, “the
cognitive system that according to [HOT] generates conscious experience is simply
too coarse grained to explain normal human perceivers consciously seeing a million
colors even though they have concepts of only a tiny fraction of those colors.”
One way out of this bind is suggested by Lau’s (2019) “perceptual reality monitoring” version of HOT, on which the content of the experience is determined by
the first-order state, and the higher-order state merely “indexes which of a number
of possible first-order states is a reliable reflection of the current world”. On this
version, the higher-order state is a tag that marks some first-order states as reliable,
and this tag is said to transform a perceptual representation from unconscious to
conscious without changing its content. This account clearly has some work to do
in relation to affective experiences, imagination, conscious memory and afterimages
(though see Lau 2019 for some tentative discussion of these topics). Moreover, we
are not sure this view properly belongs in the HOT family at all, since there is no
representation of first-order representations.3 The unification of sensory and motor
information to construct a perceptual representation of the world is part of our set of
sufficient conditions, and we are open to the idea that the marking of some sensory
inputs as more reliable than others might be part of the story about how that unification happens.
Carruthers, once a higher-order theorist, recently rejected the view in favour of
GWT (Carruthers 2017). Masciari and Carruthers’ (2021) critique should be understood in that context. They frame their concern as a dilemma: either the UAL project claims no relevance to phenomenal consciousness, in which case it is “worthy
but dull”, or it does claim to be relevant to phenomenal consciousness, in which
case it begs the question. Our target article is clearly about phenomenal consciousness, though it tries to stay out of the swamp of unnecessary philosophical jargon.

2

This contrasts with “dispositionalist” HOT, which posits that mental states become phenomenally conscious when they are available to become the target of a higher-order thought. Such a view was once
defended by Carruthers (2000), but he has since abandoned it (Carruthers 2017).
3
Brown et al. (2019) distinguish HOT (higher-order theory) from HOTT (higher-order thought theory)
in order to make room for views such as Lau’s, which are examples of HOT without HOTT. In this confusing terminology, “higher-order” seems to mean little more than “something more than first-order representation is required, but not necessarily a higher-order representation”, and the UAL framework is
consistent with this.
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The first paragraph says “a conscious system … is capable of generating that elusive property that philosophers call phenomenal consciousness” (2020, p. 1). So the
accusation of “begging the question” is the one to discuss.
Masciari and Carruthers write:
All theorists can accept that the list of properties proposed by Birch et al.
accompanies phenomenal consciousness in humans (because humans are phenomenally conscious and all humans possess those properties). But there is
no agreement that all those properties play any role in the explanation of consciousness. For example, although humans do possess a global workspace, of
course (working memory), many deny that entry into that workspace is what
constitutes a state as phenomenally conscious (Block, 2007, 2011; Boly et al.,
2017; Haun et al., 2017). Moreover, even if there were agreement on the set of
properties sufficient for phenomenal consciousness in the human case, there
would be no agreement about how “pared down” each of those properties can
become while still being collectively sufficient for first-person phenomenal
consciousness (as opposed to some lesser degree of access-consciousness or
some limited form of perceptual awareness).
There are two criticisms being made here. One is that our list of capacities (even
if not pared down at all) would not be widely seen as nomologically sufficient for
a capacity for phenomenal consciousness. Block is cited, but we think our list of
capacities implies a capacity for fragile short-term memory of the type Block takes
to be linked to phenomenal consciousness. This is needed to integrate sensory information across short temporal gaps. We also take our sufficiency claim to be compatible with Merker’s (2005, 2007) midbrain-based theory, on which a set of conditions even more minimal than ours is posited to be sufficient. What about Integrated
Information Theorists? This is not the place for a long digression on the Integrated
Information Theory (IIT), but we think they should get on board, in so far as they
agree that an evolved system with our list of capacities would have non-zero integrated information (or “phi”). There are theoretically possible feedforward (“zero
phi”) architectures for realizing UAL (Doerig et al. 2019), but no reason to think
they could realistically have evolved (cf. our discussion of AI in the target article).
The second claim is that, granting that the capacities are nomologically sufficient
for consciousness in a full-blown human form, there would still be no consensus
regarding how pared down each capacity could be while still generating a sufficient
condition. Our proposal is that, if you strip away the elements of human conscious
processing that are fairly clearly dispensable to conscious experience, such as language, rational planning, inner speech, imaginative mental imagery, social cognition, normative cognition and mind-reading (theory of mind), you are left with some
version of the minimal UAL architecture, and this is still sufficient.
Masciari and Carruthers would probably object to “fairly clearly”. The dispensability of language for consciousness is supported by the retrospective reports
of adults who have experienced aphasia (Koch 2019). The dispensability of inner
speech and imaginative mental imagery is supported by cases of aphantasia (Whiteley 2020). The dispensability of other sophisticated capacities such as mind-reading
is less robustly established, but there is no theoretical reason to see them as more
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central to conscious experience than language unless one endorses a HOT theory of
consciousness, and we do not.
Montemayor’s (2021) concern is that UAL is fully explained by a suite of attentional abilities that can be exercised unconsciously. We disagree that UAL is fully
explained by attention alone. Consider the element that involves forming discriminating novel, compound stimuli. Attention alone does not confer that ability. It is
a perceptual ability, one that may well depend on exactly the kind of integrative
perceptual processing emphasized by the recurrent processing theory. The minimal
UAL architecture includes perceptual, cognitive and motor elements.
But what about the claim that “the empirical evidence robustly and abundantly
shows that most forms of attention, and certainly those relevant to UAL, can occur
unconsciously”? We have not seen any evidence that the whole UAL package (i.e.
the learning of chains of associations between novel, compound stimuli that bridge
temporal gaps and can be flexibly revalued) can be performed unconsciously. In fact,
there is some evidence that learning capacities which involve only some elements
of UAL, such as first-order trace conditioning (Clark et al. 2002), first-order instrumental conditioning (Skora et al. 2021), and first-order reversal learning (Travers
et al. 2018) already require conscious experience of the stimuli, and this evidence is
part of the empirical motivation for the UAL view. The evidence is inconclusive (as
Birch 2020a emphasizes) but we take the evidence that exists to be mostly supportive. We seem to be reading the empirical literature differently.

Overemphasizing learning?
Several commentators (Irvine 2021; Rudrauf and Williford 2021; Godfrey-Smith
2021) suggest that the UAL framework overemphasizes the evolutionary significance of learning, while underplaying the importance of egocentric spatial representation. Irvine (2021) suggests an additional transition marker: generating “egocentric representations of itself acting in space, where actions are goal-directed and
selected in a top-down manner”. As Irvine notes, Merker (2005) and Barron and
Klein (2016) can be seen as positing such a transition marker, albeit without calling
it a transition marker. In a similar vein, Rudrauf and Williford (2021) propose “3D
projective geometrical processing” as a capacity that belongs in our list, and one
that points to a deficiency of UAL as a transition marker, in so far as UAL does not
require this sort of processing.
The emphasis on 3D projective geometry strikes us a somewhat vision-centric
way of thinking about consciousness. An animal without 3D representation of
itself in extended space could intuitively still be conscious. It might have conscious
experiences of olfactory and tactile stimuli, for example. It is a virtue of the UAL
approach that it offers a transition marker we could look for even in animals without
sophisticated distance vision. The ideas of an egocentric model, stable perspective
or point of view are somewhat broader, and do not have to be understood in terms
of 3D spatial representation. They are closer to the capacity to register a difference
between self-caused and other-caused stimuli and to process the two types of stimulus differently, which we take to be a requirement of UAL.
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Godfrey-Smith (2021) calls for a focus on “an active animal’s real-time response
to events in the absence of learning” and “the discrimination of self-caused from
other-caused sensory events, in a context where one’s rapid motions cause cascades
of sensory stimuli mixed in with those derived exogenously”. This is a similar point
to those of Irvine and Rudrauf and Williford but made in a less vision-centric way,
stressing the importance of self-world registration rather than 3D spatial modelling.
We are not sure what to make of the suggestion that “attention, binding, integration
and so on have roles that outrun UAL”. Outrun how? This claim can be read in a
way which is compatible with the target article. An implication of Claim 4 in the
target article is that selection for UAL at least partly drove the evolution of the functional architecture that supports it. However, once a lineage has these capacities, it
can do things other than UAL with them (e.g., online, “real-time” discrimination of
stimuli). Moreover, some of these capacities, such as perceptual binding and selective attention, may develop earlier in ontogeny than others, and may be put to use
for other functions before they are used for UAL, since UAL also involves long-term
memory. Ontogeny does not recapitulate phylogeny in this case.
Godfrey-Smith suggests that UAL may be a transition marker but not an evolutionary “landmark”, the idea being that the “real-time” consequences of self-other
registration for action guidance may have been more important in driving the Cambrian explosion than its consequences for learning. That could be right: we conceded in the target article that “the assumption that associative learning drove the
Cambrian explosion is not itself experimentally testable” (Birch et al. 2020, p. 13).
There is much more on the role of limited associative learning and UAL in the
Cambrian explosion in The Evolution of the Sensitive Soul (Ginsburg and Jablonka
2019, Ch. 9). Part of the story is that limited associative learning had already begun
to evolve in animals with very simple brains during the Ediacaran era, which preceded the Cambrian. The evolution of associative learning during this era began
to drive change in the behaviour, physiology and morphology of the learning species and the organisms that interacted with them. As the scope and complexity of
associative learning increased, so did the pace of ratcheting interactions (within and
between species) that contributed to the Cambrian explosion. The evolution of UAL
had many evolutionary effects, one of which, we suggested, was the evolution of forgetting and the sophistication of the stress response. Mallatt (2021) expresses scepticism about the possibility of ever testing these predictions. Although the study of
these co-evolutionary relations is demanding, we are more optimistic than Mallatt,
believing that with current bioinformatic techniques these relations are amenable to
analysis.

Positive and negative markers
There are several limitations to the UAL framework, only some of which were discussed in the target article, and which rightly worry some of the commentators.
Before we start looking at these, however, we would like to respond to a point made
by Linson et al. (2021), which, they maintain, challenges the very notion of unlimited heredity (UH) and UAL as transition markers. They argue that the number of
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realized variations in a system of UH or UAL is shaped by the interactions of the
organism with its environment. This is true, but it is not clear why it is relevant to
the proposition that there is a (practically) unlimited number of possible hereditary
and behavioural variants, only a very small number of which are realized during
the organism’s life or during the evolutionary history of its lineage. Moreover, it is
not just the number of theoretical structural-combinatorial possibilities, but also the
number of phenotypically realizable possibilities that is vast (practically unlimited)
given the richness of the potentially changing reciprocal interactions of the organism with its world over time (see Jablonka and Lamb 2020 for a discussion of these
reciprocal interactions).
A transition marker, be it UH or UAL, is a positive marker: it purports to tell us
when an entity is alive/conscious, but does not purport to tell us which entities are
not alive/conscious. Mallatt (2021) finds this a significant limitation, arguing that
we should be bolder: we should say that, if an animal does not even have integrative
internal maps of the external world and its own body, it is not a serious candidate for
consciousness. We can see the attractions of this idea. Representation is undoubtedly a key part of the UAL architecture, and representations with a map-like format,
in which there is an isomorphism between the structure of the representation and
the structure of some part of the body or external world, are extremely important.
We just don’t want to get drawn into inferring the absence of conscious experience
from the absence of any component of UAL, no matter how central it is. By restricting ourselves to positive markers, we can remain neutral on negative markers—and
the more we can remain neutral about, the more chance there is that we can forge a
consensus around what we do assert.
A general remark: when considering evolutionary transitions, there are bound to
be grey areas that defy clear definition. For example, the point at which a complex
chemical system can be defined as living is moot and depends on one’s theory of
life. Is a simple version of Gánti’s chemoton that lacks a replicating polymer alive?
Or is a replicating polymer lacking a membrane separating it from the world (on the
surface of a rock) alive? The idea that there is a sharp transition, suggested by the
metaphor of a light bulb that is either on or off, is not compelling in the case of life.
One can instead think of the transition using the metaphor of a dimmer switch. We
suspect that something similar may be true of the transition from conscious to nonconscious life.

So… what about plants?
Linson et al. (2021) argue that our sufficient conditions are animal-centric. They
also suggest that plants manifest many of the key features of UAL. Ginsburg and
Jablonka (2021) have criticised elsewhere the idea that adaptive plasticity alone suffices for sentience, so here we focus on what we know plants can and cannot learn.
We use the term learning in a literal sense, which goes beyond plasticity and priming and includes encoding, storage and recall.
The fact that animals co-evolved with plants has no bearing on the question
whether plants are or are not conscious, even though some interesting traits in plants
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may have evolved because of selection by conscious animals (Mallatt et al. 2020;
Jablonka 2021). Plants display remarkable adaptive plasticity including many forms
of priming, but they do not show UAL, and the evidence for any associative learning
in plants, is, at best, scant. There is evidence that simple non-associative learning,
such as learning by habituation, is found in unicellular organisms such as ciliates,
and it is easy to model epigenetic memory and simple forms of learning in single
cells (Ginsburg and Jablonka 2009). In multicellular organisms, learning requires
complex communication among different cells and tissues, and investigations of
non-associative learning in plants have generated conflicting results (Abramson and
Chicas-Mosier 2016; Adelman 2018).
Crucially, though, there is neither evidence for UAL in plants nor any evidence
of the processes that enable it: no evidence of integrative representations of world,
body and prospective action, no evidence of an integrative memory system for storing such representations, no evidence of a flexible valuation system, and no evidence
for learning across temporal gaps (see Taiz et al. 2019 for a recent critique). Nor
is there evidence for neural-like processes and structures that can implement UAL.
Such processes and structures have only been found in (some) animals with a central
nervous system (Ginsburg and Jablonka 2019; Feinberg and Mallatt 2016; Mallatt,
2021). There is a single study of limited associative learning (conditional sensitization) in pea plants (Gagliano et al. 2016), but it did not replicate (Markel 2020) and
in any case did not provide significant evidence against a plausible null hypothesis
(Taiz et al. 2019). This limited form of associative learning, even if shown convincingly, would still lack the features of UAL.
In short, we do not rule out conscious experience in plants, because we are not in
the business of providing negative markers of conscious experience. But there is no
evidence that they satisfy our positive transition marker.

Development and material substrates
Levin (2021) takes the UAL project into a new realm of research, raising three
important issues. First: at what point in ontogeny does the minimal UAL architecture come online? We believe that the development of the nervous system can give
us a good idea as to when the basic structures that implement UAL are in place,
and therefore, with all the inevitable qualifications, when the developing being is
capable of consciousness. Whether it is actually manifesting that capacity is another
question, because it may be in a state of deep, dreamless sleep. The UAL architecture may develop some time before its manifestation.
The second issue is what the UAL framework has to say about the cognitive continuity between different stages of the life cycle. Understood broadly, memory is
based not only on neural-synaptic mechanisms but also on non-neural memory systems including localized and distributed epigenetic memory and memory stored in
bioelectrical fields (Manicka and Levin 2019). The non-neural memory systems can
form a cognitive bridge between different phases of life, between the stored memories of the caterpillar that can be recalled by the butterfly in spite of the massive brain
re-organization that occurred during metamorphosis. Such transferred memories
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may be also the basis for the continuity of the sense of self, although the assumption
that the sense of self of the caterpillar and that of the metamorphosed adult are continuous at the phenomenological level is by no means decided. Although memories
can be transferred, it is not clear how much needs to be transferred to establish a
continuous unity of self, and it is also not clear how having a separate body changes
things (in a regenerating planarian that grows a new head, for example). The coherence of the sense of self and the unity and disunity of consciousness is an important
question, not just for studies of regeneration and morphogenesis but for all studies
of development. As Godfrey-Smith (2020) has emphasized, the question of unity
and disunity is important for our understanding of human pathologies, as well as for
understanding the varieties of consciousness of organisms with different forms of
neural organization.
The third issue is that of derived UAL in human-designed hybrid artefacts made
of cells and non-biological materials. UAL may be regarded as implying a basic
form of domain-general intelligence, and any system that implements it requires a
flexible system that can monitor and evaluate the many aspects of the entity and the
myriad ways in which it is affected by its reciprocal interactions with the environment. The question of what the implementation of UAL in artificial entities requires
(whether it requires something like a central nervous system, for example) opens
the way for a better understanding of the relations between UAL and its material
realization, and therefore for a better understanding of the relation between UAL,
consciousness-as-we-know-it and consciousness-as-it-could-be.
Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as
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